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s relative, but it DOES matter!
various versions, Lynn built Cold Steel into one of
the world’s greatest and most eclectic knife com-
panies. His original TI-LITE, although strictly man-
ual opening, was made to resemble the look of the
automatic knives wielded by good guys and bad
guys alike in mid-20th Century motion pictures.
The early run or runs of these knives actually
employed Titanium handle scales. Titanium is
expensive and requires special coatings. In the
final analysis, alu-
minum will do the
job just as well, if
properly used. 

The new TI-LITE
VI is a knife with a
blade 50 percent
longer than the still-
offered original, the
new knife’s blade
running six inches;
hence, the name. It
is a stiletto pattern,
with a strong point,
made in Japan from
AUS 80 stainless.
Because Cold Steel
wants to keep this
knife at once legal
and practical, blade
shape notwithstand-
ing, it is a single
edge. Double-edged
“out the front” auto-
matic knives can be
just fine, but a true folder with a double edge is
not usually a smart idea.

Opening the knife is smooth, but requires a
good-sized thumb or “snagging” a hook-like
appendage on the blade against one’s pocket – or
using that hook-like appendage to pivot the blade
open. I have a decently large hand, but I use this
latter method when opening the knife.

I have a certain oddly based fondness for this
TI-LITE with its six-inch blade, stemming from a
memory which dates back to my school days. A
knife of almost identical size belonged to this
other guy, and he showed it to me by putting the
point against my right side just under the ribs. He
had an odd sense of humor and I went to an inter-
esting elementary school – but that’s another story.

Atlanta Cutlery (atlantacutlery.com), one of the
best sources for a wide range of edged weapon
products, recently sent me the Flitz “Knife, Sword &
Gun Care Kit,” packaged for Atlanta’s parent com-
pany, Windlass Steelcrafts. The kit consists of Flitz
“rifle, gun & knife wax,” Flitz “gun & knife” cleaner
and the well-respected Flitz Polish, which is
designed to work on metal, plastic and fiberglass. 

Sharon and I used Flitz Polish years ago and
found it works as claimed. Also included in the
package, making this really a self-contained “do it

all” kit for your weapon’s cosmetics, is an amply-
sized microfiber polishing cloth, which can be
used wet or dry and is machine washable.

“Handy” is the word for five-round magazines
to fit certain large-capacity magazine rifles. The
Ruger Mini-14, of course, usually comes standard
with a five-round magazine. Colt AR-15 maga-
zines can be found that way, as well. Who would
want a five-round magazine when one could have

a 30-round maga-
zine? Lots of people
would. In some areas
of the USA, for exam-
ple, large-capacity
magazines are legally
disallowed. But, more
to the point, most
game wardens, wher-
ever you are, will
likely frown – at least
a bit – on finding a
20- or 30-round mag-
azine in your deer
rifle. The .223 Rem-
ington cartridge is
legal for deer in Geor-
gia, for example.
Larger calibers, like
7.62 Russian and
7.62 NATO, are fine
(with the right bullet
construction) for tak-
ing to the game fields.
But, you might need

that reduced-capacity magazine. If a semi-auto-
matic AK-47-type rifle is in your battery, you can
find a metal five-round double column magazine
available from Maine Military Supply, Inc.
(mainemilitary.com). The people at Maine Military
Supply are good people to deal with. The maga-
zines are high quality and fit perfectly.

If you happen to own a semi-automatic
CETME (Centro de Estudios Tecnicos de Materiales
Especiales) 7.62 NATO rifle from Century Interna-
tional Arms (centuryarms.com), the CETME is the
precursor of the semi-auto HK-91 and selective
fire G3 battle rifle, your dealer can contact Centu-
ry International Arms and order a five-round mag-
azine, as well. These five-round magazines – for
whichever rifle – are handy, as well, when shoot-
ing prone, allowing you to get into a really solid,
low position that an AK’s 30-round magazine, for
example, will not permit. 

Adding to the versatility of your existing
firearms with a wider range of magazine options,
preserving and protecting the finish of your guns
and edged weapons, and seeking out high quali-
ty defensive tools like the NAA Pug or the Cold
Steel TI-LITE VI, makes sense at any time – espe-
cially when stretching dollars has become a
national pastime. 

1.) The NAA Pug .22 Mag. mini
revolver and the Cold Steel TI-LITE VI,
two size extremes, both effective. 2.)
Ahern sweeps the TI-LITE VI open
without using the thumb stud. 3.)
Ahern completes the opening with the
Cold Steel knife. 4.) From extreme left:
the Maine Military Supply five-rd. AK
mag., a standard 30-rd. AK mag., the
five-rd. CETME mag., and a standard
20-rd. CETME mag., both these latter
from Century International Arms. 5.)
The Flitz kit from Atlanta Cutlery is
great for maintaining the appearance
of your weapons and related gear.
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